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TREADMILL

TR800

Height (cm) 172

Width (cm) 94

Length (cm) 212

Weight (Kg) 233

Speed 0.5-22 Km/h

Motor 5.0HP 

Incline 0-15%

Running surface 160x58cm

Reinforced structure (3mm) Yes

Max. user weight (kg) 190

Easy Toolbar Yes

HST Phenolic resin board Yes

Heartrate sensors in the handlebar Yes

Wireless heartrate measuring Yes

Emergency stop system Side LEDs

Bottleholder 2x

Transport wheels Yes

Adjustable supports Yes

Non-slippery profiles Yes

TR800 | TREADMILL

JOYSTICK. Unique control system of speed and incline with 
ergonomic handles in joystick position.

SIDE PROFILES. Intense black colour with non-slippery 
finishing for an increased safety. 

HANDLEBARS. The extremely long handlebars allow total 
comfort for all users while walking or running.
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SPECIFICATIONS - MOVEMIA TR800 TREADMILL

FULL CONNECTIVITY CONSOLE (SMARTFOCUS)

-   4K/HD 16" display
- Multi-language configuration: 23 languages available
- Information on the screen: Speed, distance, time, burned calories, pulse, training program, level and 
inclination. 
- Internet Connection via Ethernet or Wifi
- TV Connection (with coaxial cable)
- Audio Input for earphones
- Training programs: Manual, Hills, Weight Loss, Aerobic, Endurance, interval trainings, Distance Objective,  
Calories Objective, Time Objective, Heart Rate Control Objective, Gerkin Protocol, Cooper Test, Army 
Physical Test, Virtual Active.
- Virtual Active : 12 running videos, recorded on first person for a fully inmersive sensation.  Choose your 
track all  around the world
- Quick Start Mode
- USB Port
- Central Station - platform for an easy management of all the equipment: This software offers a full 
vision  of  the equipment, giving  live data of the performance in the club. The owner will have the possibility 
to analyze the data for each machine (hours of use, kilometers, alerts, warnings...). It offers, as well, some 
marketing tools in order to improve the communication with the cusgomers, making it more efficient.. Due 
to this Central Station, the machines will send automatic messages if the equipment is not connected to the 
intenet or if the equipment requires some maintenance.

- Aluminum  and high-strength ST52 steel structure, with high-end finishings for all the internal 
components.
- ABS plastic cover,  painted with the same technology used in the automotive industry for a greater 
durability and resistance.
- Pro Tonic damping system with 10 shock absortion points. Technology for maximum back and 
joint  protection. Our technology absorbs the strongest impacts, offering a controlled tread. It adapts to 
the natural tread of the user, reduceing fatigue and prtecting the joints.
- HST Phenolic Resin Deck. MOVEMIA Treadmills include a revolutionary  combination of belt and deck 
with HST Phenolic wax unique on the market that provides a maintenance  free system, and eliminates 
the need of lubrication during 2 years.
- Emergency Stop button linked to a cable.
- Heart rate sensors located on the handlebar, very accurate and large for ease of use.
- Telemetric heartrate monitor by chest strap, compatible with the most common solutions sold in the 
market (chest strap not included).




